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AVANTOR’S INVENTORY MANAGER
An efficient inventory management system will provide customers with:

- The supplies you need when and where you want them
- A single solution for all supplies regardless of the supplier
- Minimized inventory investment
- Reduced waste from expiration of materials or obsolescence

To meet these goals, Avantor has developed Inventory Manager.

Our proprietary, cloud-based, global inventory management tool is designed for customers to use to manage the consumption and replenishment of their consumable inventory.

Our system is designed to be Vendor Agnostic, providing customers with a one-stop solution for all their inventory management needs.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

EASE OF USE

- Cloud based, accessible from any browser
- Sophisticated, modern user interface
  - Customizable dashboard/multiple configuration options
  - Personalized widgets
  - Individual notifications and messages
  - Multi-Language Support – currently 17 different languages

Benefit: Customers control their own experience. Easy to flow through system with minimal support required.

REAL TIME INFORMATION

- Customized reporting (Adhoc or scheduled)
  - Consumption
  - Replenishment
  - Expiry date
  - Notifications
  - Activity log to track all transactions
  - Manned and un-manned stocking models
  - Built-in consignment billing process

Benefit: Immediate access to the data you need, when you need it.

CUSTOMIZED WAREHOUSING

- Master/POU stockrooms
- Customized unit of measure
- Track users, cost center depts
- Pick or request articles
- Creates order manually or fully automatically
- Receive shipments
- Print barcodes for articles, users, cost centers, stockrooms
- Track your orders
- Send orders and pickings to approval
- Cycle count and physical inventory functions

Benefit: Controlled spend management. Reduce stockouts and rush shipment.

MULTIPLE USER INTERFACE OPTIONS

- Computer
- Mobile App (Android and IOS)
- Android-based scanners
- Offline scanning
- RFID Kiosk
- Inventory Manager vending machine
- API reporting metrics
- Enhanced inventory metrics

Benefit: The right fit for each customer’s needs.
INVENTORY MANAGER
FULL SUITE TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS

INVENTORY MANAGER
- Optimized materials management solution
- Reduced overhead & waste
- Lean logistic flows
- Absolute control
- Automated procurement flows

VENDING
- Fully integrated
- Cost control down to user level
- Reducing costs
- 24/7 availability

CHEMICAL MANAGER
- Fully integrated add-on module
- Container level tracking
- Regulatory compliance & reporting
- Full visibility
- End-to-end chemical tracking

RFID SELF-CHECKOUT
- Realtime inventory
- User friendly technology
- Lean cycle counting
- 24/7 availability

MOBILE SCANNING
- Android & iOS
- Supports “bring your own device” strategy
- Inventory at your fingertips

360° DEG VISIBILITY
- Voice recognition driven search
- Walking time to nearest point-of-use stockroom
- Countertop deliveries

ENTERPRISE-LEVEL SCANNING
- Offline & online data collection
- Laser-sharp scanning technology
- Enterprise-level lean scanning methodology

vwr.com/avantor_services
Avantor Services helps scientific organizations solve complex challenges, resulting in improved productivity, increased efficiency and accelerated innovation.

Want to know more? Visit vwr.com/avantor_services or email DigitalTechSupport@vwr.com for more information.